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My plan for my project

Day 1 - Gather materials (Cloth, scissors, hot glue, Ipad from cci, Spray paint, Cardboard.)

Probably forgetting a few things.

Day 2 - Start designing the main character costume and organizing my materials

Day 3 - Begin putting materials together for the costume

Day 4 - Continue making costume

Day 5 - Finish costume and start drafting movie trailer

Day 6 - taking draft to start movie trailer and make edits

Day 7 - Make final edits and finish trailer and costume



How I am going to share my project

I am going to share my project by wearing the costume and having the movie trailer play.

People will walk through and share questions while also watching the trailer. I will tell the

people I am presenting to about my process of making it and what challenges I faced. Then they

will watch the trailer I made. They will then have a better understanding of the series from the

trailer. The costume of the main character Sophie Foster will give them more of a visual of what

the main character looks like while they are learning about the series. I will try to repeat that

pattern as new people come through to see my project.

Why my project deserves a spot at Fessy Con

My project deserves to be at Fessy Con for three main reasons. One reason that my

project deserves to be at Fessy Con is because my project is based on a nine book series with the

tenth book in the making which means there is a strong following and fan base. Another reason

my project should be at Fessy Con is that the trailer I am making is going to show the story line

that both adults and kids can enjoy and get them interested in the series if they aren’t already.

Finally my project should be a Fessy Con because it has the opportunity to spread excitement

and shows how the main characters react and then overcome challenges.


